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LINE, AECHANISM FOR PRESSURE CASTNG 
MACHINES 

Nathan Lester, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor to 
Hester Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 
a corporation of Ohio 

Application February 13, 1946, Serial No. 647,259 
(C. 4-10) 4. Clains. 

The present invention relates to improvements 
in a link mechanism for imparting the final high 
pressure closing movement to the die plates of 
a pressure casting machine. In Such machines 
the die plates carry the mold members or die 
blocks in which the mold cavity is formed When 
Such die plates are in closed position and into 
which cavity the material to be cast is forced 
under very high pressure. The die plates must 
therefore be held in a closed position under a 
relatively great force which is sufficient to with 
stand the casting pressure tending to open them. 
Heretofore, toggle link mechanisms having wedge 
neans associated therewith have been utilized to 
acquire this high pressure final closing movement. 
However, in these prior devices the wedge means 
have been usually engaged only in line contact 
with one another except at the last instant of the 
final closing movement, at which time they finally 
engage in surface contact with one another. 
Thus, even Small forces applied through these 
wedge means prior to the last instant of the 
final closing movement impart extremely high 
unit stresses in the engaging portions of the 
Wedge means with the result that the Wedge 
means will be deformed or will Score or seize With 
one another or otherwise be rendered inefficient. 

it is one of the principal objects of this inven 
tion to provide in Such a toggle link mechanism 
Wedge means which, when engaged, continuously 
engage one another in Surface contact during the 
entire final closing movement, thereby materially 
reducing the unit stresses on the Wedge means 
and thus minimizing the damage to the Wedge 
means and also permitting application of much 
greater forces during the final closing movement. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

means Wherein the area of Surface contact be 
tWeen the Wedge means increaseS as the closing 
force on the die plates increases. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

simple means for accomplishing the aforesaid 
continuous surface contact without requiring the 
use of complex universally mounted Wedge means. 

Additional objects and advantages of the in 
vention will become apparent as the following 
description proceeds. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 

related ends, said invention then comprises the 
features hereinafter fully described and particul 
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2 
larly pointed out in the claims, the following de 
Scription and the annexed drawings setting forth 
in detail certain illustrative embodiments of the 
invention, these being indicative, however, of but 
a few of the various ways in which the principle 
of the invention may be employed. 
in the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation view partly in vertical 

Section of that portion of a pressure casting ma 
chine containing the die plate actuating mech 
2nism, Such mechanism having been operated to 
fully close the die plates; 

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1 except that the die 
plate actuating mechanism has been operated to 
fully open the die plates; 

Fig. 3 is a vertical cross section of the actuat 
ing mechanism taken along line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of the actuating mecha 
nism as viewed from the top of Fig. 1; 

Figs. 5 and 6 are enlarged views partially 
Schematic of the link mechanism just prior to 
commencement of the final closing movement of 
the die plates, and at the last instant of the final 
closing movement, respectively; and 

Fig. 7 is a schematic enlarged view of the link 
mechanism clearly showing the relationship be 
tween the wedge means of the link mechanism 
for accomplishing the objects of this invention. 

Referring now to the drawings, the machine 
as a whole includes a frame which reciprocably 
carries a die plate 2 and which die plate, as is 
Well known to those skilled in the art, carries a 
die block engageable and disengageable with a 
die block and die plate, not shown, fixedly mount 
ed on the frame . Reciprocating movement of 
the die plate 2 is effected by means of a hydraulic 
piston and cylinder assembly 3 having the piston 
rod portion 6 connected thereto. The piston and 
cylinder assembly 3 is provided with passages A. 
and 5 and by means of Suitable valves, not shown, 
fluid under pressure can be directed at Will to 
either end of the cylinder to move the piston 
therein in opposite directions. The connection of 
piston rod 6 to the die plate 2 is effected through 
8, toggle link mechanism which linkage is ar 
ranged in cooperation with the frame to effect, 
movement of the piston rod and die plate rapidly 
in unison during the opening and closing move 
ments, but with very great relative movement, 
during the final closing and initial opening move 
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ments to attain the great mechanical advantage 
necessary in order to effect final closing of the 
die plates with very high pressure. 
The toggle linkage comprises links and 8 

pivotally connected to one another and to the 
piston rod 6 and die plate 2, respectively. As 
shown, one end of each link 7 is pivotally con 
nected to the die plate 2 about a pivot pin 9 
Which passes through the link 7 and through the 
spaced ear portions 0 on the die plate. Each 
of the ear portions ?o has a hardened metal insert 

secured thereto in engagement with a hard 
ened metal insert 2 Secured to each link . The 
faces of inserts and 2 which are in engage 
rinent With one another are cylindriiform. With each 
pivot pin 9 as an axis. As will become more ap 
parent as the description proceeds, a shearing. 
StreSS on the pins 9 will be relieved or limited by 
the bearing or compression stress taken up by 
the engagement of these inserts With one an 
other. Each link 7 has a laterally projecting leg 
9 thereon, the end of which is engageable With 

a corresponding leg on the other link to limit 
the pivotal movement of the links toward One 
another. Each link 7 is also provided with two 
shelf portions 3, slidably engageable with corre 
Sponding. Shelf portions 4 in the frame . A 
Wear strip. 5 is secured to each shelf 3 to take 
up the wear between the shelf portions of the 
inks and the frame. . 
A plurality of links 8 are pivotally connected 

about pivot pins 7 and 8 to the links. and to 
a head 6, respectively, which head is secured 
to the piston rod. Hardened metal inserts 2 
between the links 7 and 8 operate to relieve or 
limit the shearing stress-on pins 7 as described 
above in relation to pin '9' and inserts - and 2. 
Secured to frane and to thie Outer ends of 

links are hardened.metal wedge inserts 2 and 
22, respectively. For the present, let it suffice 
to Say that as the links 7 are swung outwardly 
about pins 9, the inserts. 2d. and 22. Will engage 
One another to effect relative novelent between 
the frame. and the die plate 2. 
AS for the general operation of the toggle link 

age, liettus assume that die plate 2 is fully opened 
as shown in Fig. 2. In this position.links 7 are 
collapsed in Wardly With legs .9; thereof in en 
gagement and with the shelf portions 3 of the 
links in engagement with the shelf portions 4 
in the framel, Now, if it be desired to move the 
die plate 2 toward the right to a closed position 
into engagement with the other die plate, Inot 
shown, piston rod 6 is caused to be moved toward 
the right. In So doing, the piston red 6 and die 
plate 2 will move in unison by reason of the fact 
that links are constrained by the shelf por 
tions 4 from being SWung outwardly by the force 
applied to the linkS.8. However, as Soon as the 
die plate 2 lightly engages the other die plate 
and the shelf portions 3 and .f4 disengage from 
One another and the inserts 2 and 22 are in the 
position shown in Fig. 5, further movement of 
the piston rod 6 toward the right will, through 
the links 8, cause the links to be swung out 
Wardly. As the links 7 Swing OutWardly, the in 
Serts 2 and 22 Will engage one another and the 
die plate 2 Will be caused to partake of its final 
high pressure closing movement, the force of 
which attains a maximum When the links 8 are 
in alignment. When the links 8 are in align 
ment, the reaction through the inserts: 2 and 
22 Will exert a very high closing: force. On the die 
plate:2. The final closed position of the die plate. 
is...attained when the links: 7 and 8 bearrelation. 
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4. 
to one another, as shown in Figs. 1 and 6. In 
Fig. 6, the distance through which die plate 2 
has been noved relative to the frame during 
the final closing movement is indicated by the 
dimension line 30. 
To clearly set forth the principal feature of 

this invention, reference will now be made pri 
marily to Fig. 7 and also to Figs. 5 and 6 which 
Schematically show the relation of the surfaces 
of the inserts 2 and 22 to one another and to 
the axis of pin 9. Inasmuch as the movement be 
tween frame and die plate 2 is relative, the 
following description, in order to simplify and 
clarify the same, will proceed on the assumption 
that frame is movable and that die plate 2 is 
fixed. When the inserts 2 and 22 are in the 
position shown in Fig. 5 and as shown in full lines 
in Fig. 7, the axes 23 of the cylindrical faces 24 
and 25 of the inserts are coincident but eccen 
tric of the axis 26 of pin 9. The relative move 
ment between frame and the die plate is indi 
cated in annount and direction by the dii insension 
2 and the straight line 28. Thus, at the attai 
ment of the final closing movement, axis 23 Wii 
have moved to position, A. Now, in order tigi, 
surface 25 Will engage. Surface 23 in surface co:- 
tact as the link rotates about axis 28, it is neces 
sary that axis 23 of surface 25 always be coinci. 
dent with axis.23 of Surface 24. Frona, thecretis 
standpoint, this can be accomplishedoniy by 10V 
ing axis 23 of Surface 25 in a straight line 28 as 
does the axis 23 of surface 24. However, from a 
practical standpoint, such can be Satisfactorily ac 
complished by selecting the axis 26 along a lis 
which is the perpendicular bisector of tile iii. 
28. In Such case, axis 23 of Surface 2 Wii rao'ye 
in a circular path 29 of radius equal to the ec 
centricity of the axis 23 With respect to the axis 
26, as the link is rotated about axis. 23. Fox 

(; small amounts of relative novenient, the circuliai" 
path 23, will at all times between the limits of 
line 28 be so nearly straight that for all prac;i. 
cal purposes, axes. 23 of the Surfaces 2i and 23 
Will be coincident during movement of the inssr, 
22 from the Solid line position to the dotted iii.2 
position. Naturally, as the ratio of the ecce:- 
tricity to the amount of relative novencint ap 
proaches infinity, the path of the axis which 
describes a circular path Will approach a straigit 
line path. 

En 'an. actual machine, the relative novernent, 
during the final closing movement is on the order 
of only several thousandths of an inch and there. 
fore the error due to the theoretical AO: coil. 
cidence; of the axes. 23; can be disregaided aid it, 
can be considered, as a practical matter, that Suit". 
face 25 will engage surface 24 in Surface contact 
throughout its movement from the Solid line 
position to the dotted line positio2 of Eig. 7. 
Thus, it will be seen that as the closing force 
increases, the area:of Surfaces. 23 and 23. ii. Col. 
tact likewise increases, and because three is Su 
face contact, as distinguished from line contact, 
much greater forces can be transmitted to the 
die plate 2 without causing damage or excess 
wear to the inserts 2 and 22. 
Other modes of applying the principle of the 

invention may be employed, change being made 
as regards the details. described, provided the 
features stated in any of the following claims or 
the equivalent of such be employed and while 
described with particular reference to its use in 
a pressure casting machine, it will be understood 
that my improved link mechanism may be used 
in conjunction. With any machine, or device 
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wherein it is desired to impart high pressure rela 
tive movement between two relatively movable 
members. 
I therefore particularly point out and distinctly 

claim as my invention: 
1. In a linkage mechanism for pressure casting 

machines and the like, the combination with two 
relatively movable members of a link pivotally 
connected to one of said members for swinging 
movement into abutting engagement with the 
other of said members, said link and other mem 
ber being formed with abutting cylindrical sur 
faces bearing fixed relation to said link and other 
member respectively, the axes of such surfaces 
being disposed eccentrially of the pivot axis of 
said link and coinciding during Swinging move 
ment of said link as aforesaid. 

2. In a linkage mechanism for pressure casting 
machines and the like, the combination with two 
relatively movable members of a link pivotally 
connected to one of said members for Swinging 
movement into abutting engagement with the 
other of said members, said link and other mem 
ber being formed with abutting cylindrical sur 
faces bearing fixed relation to said link and other 
member respectively, the axes of such surfaces 
being disposed eccentrically of the pivot axis of 
said link and coinciding during swinging move 
ment of said link as aforesaid, the pivot axis of 
said link lying on a line perpendicularly bisecting 
the line of relative movement of said members 
effected by swinging of said link as measured by 
the line of movement of the axes of the abutting 
Surfaces of said link and other member relative 
to the pivot axis of said link. 

3. In a linkage mechanism for pressure casting 
machines and the like, the combination with two 
relatively movable members of a link pivotally 
connected to one of said members for swinging 
movement to a Wedged position between said 
members, said link and the other of said members 
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being formed with abutting cylindrical surfaces 
bearing fixed relation to said link and other mem 
ber respectively, the axes of such surfaces being 
eccentric of the pivot axis of said link and co 
inciding when said link is in a position with its 
cylindrical surface adjacent that of said other 
member and during movement of Said link to a 
Wedged position between said members. 

4. In a linkage mechanism for pressure casting 
machines and the like, the combination with two 
relatively movable members of a link pivotally 
connected to one of said members for Swinging 
movement to a wedged position between said 
members, said link and the other of said members 
being formed with abutting cylindrical surfaces 
bearing fixed relation to said link and other mem 
ber respectively, the axes of such surfaces being 
eccentric of the pivot axis of said link and co 
inciding when said link is in a position with its 
cylindrical surface adjacent that of said other 
member and during movement of said link to a 
wedged position between said members, the pivot 
axis of said link lying on a line perpendicularly 
bisecting the line of relative movement of said 
members effected by Swinging of said link from 
a position with its cylindrical surface adjacent 
that of said other member to a position wherein 
said link is wedged between said members. 

NATHAN LESTER. 
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